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Abstract 
These latest years, technological improvements in Computer and Telecommunication areas led to the 
emergence of a new kind of distributed multimedia and co-operative applications, whose features and 
requirements are both multiple and diversified. In order to tackle these needs, two major architectural 
approaches are currently pursued, one of them arguing for an improvement of the application software, 
the other one promoting a more sophisticated network support. Following this last approach, this pa
per aims at providing implementation results performed around the design of a multimedia Transport 
architecture based on the partial order connection (POC) concept. Design principles of a multimedia 
partial order Transport connection (MM-POC) are first introduced. Main mechanisms of the associated 
protocol are then detailed and implementation investigations using the STREAM concept are exposed. 
Experimentation results are finally gi ven. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade, technological improvements in both Computer and Telecommunication areas 
led to the emergence of a new kind of distributed multimedia and co-opemtive applications, including 
transmission and process of all data types (text, fixed image, voice, video sequences, etc.). Requirements 
of such applications are something new, particularly: 
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e high speed transmissions are considered to be the first of these needs ; 
e temporal constraints have to be enforced when interactive communication is required ; for instance, 

real time transfer is needed to make it acceptable an interactive visioconferencing system ; 
e exchanged data have to be orchestrated the ones with the others, this third point raising up what is 

commonly called a multimedia synchronization issue ; 
e finally and at the opposite of file data transfers, distributed multimedia applications may tolerate an 

imperfect transfer of the data they involved, without being unacceptable from users point of view. 

Let us note that this Iist is not complete and may be considered as a subset of all needs present and fu
ture applications are going to require. A full analysis of distributed multimedia applications requirements 
may be found in [30]. 

Current solutions and their limits 
The emergent generation of high speed networks now correctly address the need in high throughputs. 
Recently, lots of studies have been performed araund the design of light weight Transport protocols 
(such as NETBLT [8], VMTP [4] or XTP [20]) more suited to support multimedia data transfers than 
TCP or TP4 protocols ; however, these proposals do not provide a sufficient enough solution regard 
with multimedia requirements complexity. Especially, multimedia synchronization issues (both spatial 
and temporal ones) are not addressed and temporal constraints management mechanisms are strongly 
implementation dependent. 

A new generation of high speed, multimedia and co-operative protocols has then to be designed on 
top of high speed links, either starting from the existing solutions, ISDN or Internet protocols, or on top 
of new ones, ATM-like one. Presently, several communication architectures are being envisaged within 
different projects that may be classified as follows. 

The "Application Aware Networking" approach 
Up to now, two major architectural approaches have been proposed to design new distributed communi
cation systems ; bothextend the Application Layer Framing (ALF) concept introduced in [9] that argues 
the interest of Application Data Units (ADU) preservation at the communication system Ievel : 

e the first approach assumes that the network software has to be as simple as possible without providing 
any Quality of Service (QoS) guaranty. The application is supposed tobethebest to adapt to network 
fluctuations by integrating in its software most adequate transport mechanisms. This Network Aware 
Application (NAA) approach is mainly supported by the Internet community, and is currently pursued 
within the Esprit project HIPPARCH. Recent investigations and resu!ts are given in [7] [18] [17]. 

e conceptually different from the NAA approach, the second approach suggests to increase networking 
system complexity so as to handle new requirements defined at the applicative Ievel. The major interest 
of this approach is to make it simpler the user software, at the cost of a more sophisticated network 
support. This Application Aware Networking (AAN) approach has been or is currently pursued within 
several projects : OSI 95 [11], RACE CIO [19], BERKOM [12], QoS-A [3], TENET [28] and CESAME 
[15]. 
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Paper Content 
Starting from tbe partial order connection (POC) concept [1] [14], work described in tbis paper follows 
tbe AAN approacb and is related to the implementation results performed around the proposal of a 
new multimedia Transport architecture, the Multimedia Partial Order Connection (MM-POC), including 
'order' and 'reliability' as full QoS parameters [6] [5]. 

The following of the paper is divided into four major sections. Design principles of a MM-POC are 
introduced in the first one (section 2) ; their suitability to tackle both synchronization issues and temporal 
constraints is shown using the Timed Stream Petri Net (TSPN) model [15]. The associated multimedia 
Transport protocol is detailed in section 3 ; protocol data unit (PDU) structures are presented, then main 
mechanisms are detailed. Based on the STREAM implementation results concept are developed in section 
4 ; it is first shown how the STREAM concept is particularly weil suited to implement the AAN approach 
; the implementation architecture is then detailed and algoritbms are provided. Experimentation results 
are Finally gi ven and analyzed in section 5. 

2 MM-POC: A MULTIMEDIA TRANSPORT ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 The Partial Order Connection concept 

Currently used Transport protocols are eitber based on tbe connection-oriented (CO) paradigm or on tbe 
connection-less (CL) one : 

e on one band, CO protocols (TCP like one) provide tbeir users witb full reliability and total order, at 
tbe cost of increased delay and reduced tbroughput ; 

e on tbe otber band, CL protocols (UDP like one) introduce no increase in transit delay or reduction in 
tbrougbput but provide neitber order nor reliability guarantees. 

Tbis classification makes it clearly appear a design gap between CO and CL protocols tbat suggests a 
conceptuallink of tbe classical connection concept. Tbis extension, tbe Partial Order Connection (POC), 
for wbich CO and CL connections appear to be special cases, bas been introduced and tbeoretically inves
tigated in [1] and [14]. Basic principles oftbis recent concept are reminded in tbe following paragrapbs. 

A conceptual extension of the connection concept 
A POC is an end-to-end connection tbat allows its users to define and use for transferring data any 
partially ordered/partially reliable services from no orderjno reliability (UDP-like service) to total or
der/total reliability (TCP-like service). In a POC, 'order' and 'reliability' appear as two specific QoS 
parameters specified by tbe service user. In a POC, service data units (SDU) can be delivered to tbe 
receiving user in an order different from the sending order : tbe acceptable difference between tbe Sub
mission sequence and the different delivery sequences precisely results from tbe definition of tbe selected 
partial order. 

A suitable concept with regard to multimedia applications features 
Aimed at providing a formal representation of temporal constraints in distributed systems, several models 
bave been proposed tbese latest years, most of tbem being based on tbe Petri nets formalism [29] [21] [2]. 

One oftbis model, tbe Timed Stream Petri Net (TSPN) model [16] [26], bas been designed to formally 
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describe multimedia synchronization seenarios in asynchronaus distributed systems* . In this model, a 
place is associated with the presentation of a data (still image or sound fragment for instance) ; logical 
dependency relationships existing either within a ftow or between the -different ftows of the modeled 
application are expressed using transitions of the net . The Petri net deduced from a TSPN model provides 
a logical representation of temporal synchronization constraints, that appears to be a specific partial order. 

Consider for instance the multimedia object pictured on the left part of figure 1, composed of different 
monomedia objects (a logo, two fixed images and two video sequences) numbered from 1 to 99; the picture 
provides the expected object disposition at the receiving side. The right part of the figure provides the 
partial order, say P, deduced from the application defined TSPN model, that illustrates (among other) 
that logo 1 and image 2 may be distributed at the receiving side independently the one with the other 
; logical synchronization constraints between the two video sequences are expressed by the intermediate 
transitions. 

··~ 

~ 
Figure 1 Partial order deduced from a TSPN model of a multimedia object 

Provided with a P partial order Transport connection, receiving user may then be delivered monomedia 
objects (typically service data units) in any sequences consistent with both spatial and temporal synchro
nization constraints, these different delivery sequences leading to transfer speed-up and save resources at 
both sending and receiving sides. [1] and [14] illustrate this last point through multiple examples and two 
different theoretical analysis. Other works performed around the POC concept may be found in [10] and 
[22]. 

2.2 MM-POC architecture 

From an application point of view, it clearly appears that high speed Transport protocols will be used 
for multimedia communication. However, as multimedia applications requirements are multiple and di
versified with regard to the kind of data ftows they imply, it is now necessary to define different transfer 
characteristics for each of these ftows. For instance, assume an application be composed of partially syn
chronized text and video ftows : Transport service has to guaranty both a perfect reliability with respect 
to the data ftow transfer, and a sufficient enough throughput with respect to the video one ; however, 
a totally reliable Transport connection is not needed for the video ftow and a high speed transfer is not 
a major requirement for a data text-like communication. Moreover, one can mentioned that the use of 
a reliable service implies transmission latency, often inconsistent with an acceptable high speed video 
distributed application. 

*Other works showing TSPN usefulness in asynchronous operating systems may be found in [23] 
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Addressing this point, most recent research works led to either an extension of the QoS concept [11] 
[13] or the proposal of new communication architectures. 

As far as this tatest point is concerned, two kinds of architecture have been developed : 

e the first one provides its users with a given set of service profiles, each of them being able to handle 
requirements of a specific [28]; 

e the second one offers a Transport interface whose parameters (throughput, transit delay, jitter) have 
to be specified and then negotiated for each ftow between service users and providers [3] [12]. These 
works make largely use of investigations around the QoS concept performed in [11]. 

Although pursuing the AAN approach , both approaches do not tackle multimedia synchronization is
sues at the Transport Ievel : QoS parameters are defined for each ftow, but none of them takes into account 
dependency relationships between these ftows . Our Transport architecture differs from previous ones on 
this specific point and is based on the use of the TSPN model at different Ievels of the communication 
system, particularly at the Transport Ievel. 

2.3 Design principles of a MM-POC 

In order to take into account the "multi-ftow" aspect of a multimedia application, it clearly appears the 
need for a multimedia Transport architecture providing a set of QoS, each of them being dedicated to 
the different ftows of the application. 

In our architecture, a multimedia Transport connection (called a MultiMedia Partial Order Connection 
(MM-POC)) implies the establishment and then a specific co-ordination, at the Transport Ievel, of several 
monomedia connections, each of them providing a distinct QoS. 

Consider the MM-POC given figure 2 : three monomedia connections with a given QoS have been 
established, each of them providing a transport support for a specific data ßow (for instance, a video, an 
audio and a text-like data ftow). 

Figure 2 Multimedia Partial Order Transport Architecture 

Let us now detail the link between the POC concept and the basic designs stated in the previous 
paragraph ; in other words, consider how 'order ' and 'reliability' parameters can be handled in the 
proposed architecture. 
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Order management 
Partial order is managed at two different conceptuallevels : ( 1) within each of the monomedia connections 
(being then specific a monomedia POC) and (2) between these Connections. Such a management takes 
into account at the Transport Ievel both intra- and inter-flow logical synchronization constraints, as they 
are deduced from the TSPN model. --

Consider for instance the multimediapartial order given on the right part of figure 1 , supposed to be 
deduced from a TSPN model of the object illustrated on the left part. As each color is used to indicate 
a specific QoS requirements set, the associated MM-POC will then be made of four monomedia POCs, 
each of them being a Transportsupport of the same colored objects (typically SOUs). 

In this example : 

e SOU 6 has to be delivered after SOU 4 is an example of intra-flow dependency relationship; such 
constraints are managed within the corresponding monomedia POC ; . 

e SOU 6 has to be delivered after SOU 5 is an example of inter-flow dependency relationship; such 
constraints have to be managed at a higher conceptual Ievel than the POC one, still within the MM
POC. 

It then appears that a multimediapartial order Transport connection allows its users to select the most 
suitable multimediapartial order service, with regard to temporal synchronization constraints expressed 
by the application t. 

Reliability management 
In a monomedia POC, the protocol has not to recover all POU Iosses when the resulting lost SOUs do 
not generate a degradation of the selected reliability. (5] shows how reliability may be managed in two 
different manners, issuing in each case transit delay improvement for an acceptable reliability decrease. 

Both error control mechanisms are based on the following rule : 
"delivery of a given SDU makes obsolete all SDUs that are not yet delivered (they can be lost or not) 

preceding it in the multimedia partial order". 
When processing an out of partial order SOU (i.e. not deliverable regard with the multimediapartial 

order) the protocol is then allowed to deliver it if the number of SOUsmade obsolete does not make the 
maximum loss Ievel exceeded on each POC. 

For instance, assume reliability be expressed by the maximum number of consecutive SOU losses, say 
k;, the service user may tolerate on POC; for i from 1 to n (the MM-POC being here supposed tobe 
composed of n monomedia POCs). 

Media per media reliability management 
When processing delivery of an out of partial order SOU (say A) on POC;, the protocol will deliver A 
if POUs made obsolete on POC; are still fulfilling reliability requirements ; that is (with our reliability 
definition assumption) when the number of consecutive valid SOUs (i.e. neither delivered nor lost) made 
obsolete does not exceed k;. However, it cannot deliver it if this delivery would need the loss declaration 
of one or more valid SOUs on any of the other POCs ; a media per media reliability is thus defined. 

t Oue to implementation and real management difficulties, temporal synchronization is supposed to be 
managed at a higher Ievel than the Transport Ievel. 
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Per group of media reliability management 
Generalizing the previous approach, the second mechanism may now deliver SOU A even if it generates 
a tolerable number of Iosses of one or more valid SOUs on any POC, that is (still with our reliability 
definition assumption) when the number of valid consecutive50Us made obsolete on POCj does not 
exceed kj for j from 1 to n. This reliability management is said tobe per group of media. 

It then clearly appears that both mechanisms induce transit delay improvement at the cost of an 
acceptable reliability decrease either on one POC (with a "media per media" error control) or on all 
POCs (with "per group of media" error control) still enforcing both reliability on each POC and the 
selected multimediapartial order. lndependently of their implementation complexity and the processing 
time overhead they generate, both mechanisms may be analyzed as follows : 

e when a "per group of media" error control is applied, transit delay is optimized on each POC at the 
cost of a maximal but acceptable reliability decrease ; 

e differently, a "media per media" error control does not fully benefit from the partial reliability concept, 
but independence between POCs is preserved. 

Let us now consider the implementation aspects of a multimedia partial order Transport connection. 
The associated MM-POC protocol is first described (section 3). 

3 MM-POC PROTOCOL 

The MM-POC protocol whose main POUs and mechanisms are introduced in this section, aims at to 
ensure continuous media (video or audio-like) Transport support. Two goals have been simultaneously 
pursued in the protocol design: flow continuity preservation and retransmission delay decrease. 

3.1 PDU description 

Four different kinds of POU (see figure 3) have been defined, each of them being identified by a Type 
field: 

1. User data are carried over DATA type POUs composed of three sub fields: 

e a Payload field whose size may be variable; 
e a sequence number, Number, used to identify the carried SOU; 
e an Ack field, allowing the sending entity to call for an acknowledgment from the receiving side. 

2. ACK_REQ type POU is a short packet also used torequest an acknowledgment from the receiving 
side. No user data can be conveyed within an ACK_REQ POU. 

3. ACK_RES type POU is used as a response to an acknowledgment call; it is composed of three sub 
fields: 

e a last received identifier of the last received SOU; 
e a Iosses Iist Iist of lost POUs that have to be transmitted again; 
e the Iist size size of the previous Iist; 
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4. FNACK type PDU has the same structure as the ACK..RES PDU but is sent at the own receiver 
initiative to provide the sender with the Iist of PDUs it must transmit again. 

Let us now Iook at the use of these packets within the protocol mechanisms described in the following 
section. 

PIIJ!oed 

lnrUu:QI 
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Figure 3 PDU structure 

3.2 Protocol mechanisms 

Order management 
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Order is differently managed at the sending and the receiving side. The sending entity is in charge to 
make a suitable numbering of sent PDUs regard with the application defined multimediapartial order. 
Receiving a DATA PDU, the receiving entity has to verify if the payload (typically a complete SDU) 
is deliverable with respect to the partial order; undeliverable SDUs are then processed by the reliability 
management mechanism. 

Reliability management 
Having to process an undeliverable SDU, reliability management mechanism first checks ifthe data may 
be delivered at the cost of "acceptable lasses" (see section 2.3). If the data (supposed to be related to 
POC;) is not deliverable regard with POC; reliability QoS, then a FNACK PDU is sent by the receiving 
entity, that makes the sending entity toretransmit unacceptable lost PDU(s). This mechanisms is similar 
to the one defined in XTP (20]. 

Two other goals are also simultaneously pursued : flow continuity preservation and retransmission delay 
decrease. The proposed mechanism is based on a sending window management whose size is a function 
of a Round Trip Time (RTT) measure; it can be divided into two parts. 

1. In order to keep up with the flow continuity and to process data retransmissions as soon as possible, 
the sending entity periodically asks for an ACK..REQ PDU by setting the Ack bit every n sent 
DATA PDUs. In order to avoid useless retransmissions, the request period must be greater than 
the RTT value, that makes n to be expressed as follows : n = RTT * P F where P F (Production 
Frequency) indicates the frequency the objects are produced by the sending user. 

2. No timer being associated with the previous DATA whose Aek bit is set up, lass recovery of these 
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DATA is not ensured: as a result, a close of the sending window may occurred, no free sending buffer 
being available. In this case, the sending entity has to set up the Ack bit of the last sent DATA 
PDU and to manage an associated timer ; while no ACK_RES PDU has been received from the 
pair entity, an ACK_REQ PDU is sent each time the timer expires. Timer value has been fixed at 
1.1 • RTT. To make it eflicient such a mechanism, the sending window has tobe greater than 2 • n 
; a simulation study allowed us to conclude a 4 • n value was the most suitable regard with the two 
pursued purposes (24]. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 

MM-POC implementation choices are described in this section. The imple.mentation architecture is based 
on the Streams concept (27] whose main principles are now recalled. 

4.1 Streams concept 

The Streams concept recently appears with the UNIX System V Release 4 norm (27]. This concept allows 
its users to directly program at the kerne! Ievel, inserting or removing Streams modules. A module may 
be seen as a Ievel in a ISO layered structure of protocols [25]. 

Interest 
The AAN approach decreases the applicative software complexity at the cost of a more sophisticated 
communication software; this implies that the application must use a generic Transport service such as 
our Partial Order Transport one. The Streams mechanisms permit kerne! insertion of optional modules, 
and is particularly adapted to the AAN approach for the two following reasons: 

e First, the layered structure is respected, each Ievel performing its own functionalities using the under
lying service. 

e Second, Streams modules location within the kerne! makes it possible to take advantage of kerne! 
priority in the scheduling. 

Streams mechanisms 
The notion of stream, or bidirectional (read and write, also called input and output) channel is the major 
point of the Streams concept. A stream enables service users to dialog with the driver that supplies the 
service. Communication is clone through messages that are exchanged in both directions of the stream. 

Additional modules (optional processing units) can be inserted (pushed) then removed (popped) at 
any time on each stream. They are used to perform additional processing on messages carried on the 
stream, without having to modify the underlying driver. Within a driver or a module, messages can be 
either immediately processed by the interface functions that receive them (put{) routines), or queued in 
the queues associated with the stream (read and write queues) and then processed asynchronously by 
srv{) routines. 
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4.2 lmplementation architecture 

Protocol implementation is realized with a Stream module; figure 4 shows the protocol architecture with 
two monomedia connections. It is important to note that the internal architecture is not symmetrical. 
This asymmetry is caused by the Partial Order Manager (POM) whose management is only performed 
at the receiving side. We suppose here that the application sends SDUs in an order matehing the selected 
partial order: it is then not necessary to manage any order at the sending side. 

Figure 4 Streams Architechture 

At the sending side, each POC..S; is an instance of a generic Stream module in which PDU numbering 
and PDU retransmission mechanisms are implemented. 

At the receiving side, each POC..R; is an instance of a generic Stream module implementing POC..S; 
mechanisms, but also order and reliability management mechanisms. This latest management, related 
to the co-ordination of the different POC_R; within the communication software, is performed using a 
shared data structure illustrating order and reliability multimedia parameters (grey part on figure 4) 

The module has been first developed over an IP driver, then on an ATM one. 

4.3 Algorithms 

Two main algorithms are started up within the protocol, the first one at the sending side, the other one 
at the receiving side. 

Sender algorithm (see figure 5) 
Two different kinds of events may occurred at the sending side : a data su bmission from the sending user 
(1) or an ACK..RES / FNACK type PDU receive from the pair entity (2). 

1. Having to process a user data, the sending entity performs the following processes : 

e DATA PDU numbering ; 
e storage in the sending buffer ; 
e set up of the Ack bit if necessary ; 
e DATA PDU sending ; 
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Figure 5 Algorithm at sending side 

While the sending window is locked (when the sending buffer its full), a timer is managed at the 
sending side and an ACK..REQ PDU is sent each time the timer expires ; the timer is stopped when 
an ACK..RES or a FNACK PDU is received. 

2. Receiving an ACK..RES or a FNACK PDU, the sending entity processes data retransmissions. 

Receiver algorithm (see figure 6} 

Figure 6 Algorithm of receiving side 

Two different kinds of events may occurred at the receiving side : an ACK..REQ or a DATA type PDU 
receive from the sending entity. 
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1. Receiving an ACK_REQ PDU, the receiving entity sends an ACK_RES PDU indicating the se
quence number of the last received DATA PDU and the Iist of DATA PDU tobe retransmitted. 

2. Receiving a DATA PDU, the receiving entity performs the following processes: 

e 'Monomedia' order and reliability constraints are first verified: 

if the received DATA PDU does not satisfy both constraints - i.e. when it is not deliverable 
regard with the monomediapartial order and might be delivered only at the cost of unacceptable 
Iosses on the POC it is related to- then a FNACK PDU is sent and the DATA is stored in 
the receiving buffers ; 
eise, 'multimedia' order and then reliability constraints are checked: 

* if the DATA cannot be delivered regard with the multimediapartial order, the receiving 
entity tries to deliver it at the cost of acceptable loss(es) : in this case, the DATA is 
delivered and loss(es) notification is provided to the receiving user through an indication 
service primitive ; undeliverable DATA are stored in the receiving buffers ; 

* eise, the DATA is delivered. 

e After each DATA delivery, the receiving entity has to check its buffers : stored DATA that can 
now be delivered regard with both monomedia and multimedia constraints are delivered to the 
recei ving user ; 

e 1f the Ack bit of the received DATA is set, an ACK_RES PDU is sent by the receiving entity 
only if a FNACK PDU has not been sent during the first step of the process. 

5 EXPERIMENTATION AND MEASURES 

The following study aims at evaluating our MM-POC protocol implementation in a critical network 

environment that generates both Iosses and inter-flow desynchronization. In order to enforce multimedia 
order / reliability QoS parameters, several mechanisms have been designed and two different approaches 
have been theoretically investigated in section 5.1 and 5.2: 'media per media' and 'per group of media'; 
their impact on the transit delay variation is now evaluated and compared, taking into account the three 
following parameters: order, reliability and the loss rate generated by the network. 

Experimental results provided here have been performed over a multimedia connection ensuring a 
transport support for an application involving real time distribution of two different continuous media, 
such as audio and video ones. Measures have been made using our IP/Ethernet LAN with SUN SPARC 
stations 10. Due to the weakness of the loss Ievel observed on the LAN, artificial Iosses have been 
introduced using a dedicated stream module pushed between the driver and each POC. In this module, 
the 'loss' parameter is expressed by the rate of discarded PDUs over all sent PDUs. In the following 
measures, this rate is fixed at 10% in order to make it clear the interest of our architecture in a critical 
environment. 

The partial order given figure 7 is supposed to express the logical synchronization constraints deduced 
from a TSPN modeling a visio-conferencing system. 

Objects of the connection 1 are periodically sent all the 40 ms, objects of the connection 2 are period
ically sent all the 80 ms. 
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Connec:tlollt 

Connectton 2 

Figure 7 Partial Order 

5.1 Mediapermedia management 

Experimental results given on figure 8 may be interpreted as follows : 

e while the selected reliability (i.e. the acceptable loss number on each POC) is lesser than the network 
loss rate, retransmissions are performed by the protocol that implies an increase of the average of 
transit delay Variation (ATDV) ; 

e when reliability becomes greater than the network loss rate, retransmissions number drastically de
creases and the ATDV (around 4 ms on figure 8) may be considered as resulting from the network 
jitter and the asynchronous feature of the access control CSMA/CD protocol. 

5.2 Per group of media management 

Compared with results given on figure 8, experimental measures provided figure 9 make appear an anal
ogous global behavior of the two different curves. 

Note that when the reliability is greater than 10 %, the ATDV does not present the dispersions observed 
in the 'media per media' management : this fact is in agreement with the theoretical comparison of both 
mechanisms that argues for a smaller retransmissions number ( at the cost of acceptable loss declarations) 
when a 'per group of media' mechanism is applied. 

Figure 8 Media per media management Figure 9 Per group of media management 
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These results also make appear that a 'per group of media' implementation is no more expensive than 
a 'media per media' one as far as the processing time is concerned. 

In order to point at the 'per group of media' management interest, a second behavior has to be 
considered : the inter-flow desynchronization. Results and analysis are provided in the next section. 

5.3 Management with desynchronization 

Me4e. p« mtdla m.......,nenl .. ············•· .... 

~-----~ ~1 
...... ) ....... ~.:::.:.::.:::t~·:r··:·· ·····l········ 

•• 20 

Figure 10 Management with desynchronization 

As inter-flow desynchronization can 't be significantly observed on our LAN, an artificial 20 ms late has 
been introduced in each object sending related to connection 2. Experimental results given on figure 10 
make it clearly appear a stronger ATOV decrease when a 'per group of media' management is applied. 

This phenomena may be easily explicated; when a 'per group of media' policy is applied, the protocol 
is allowed to deliver data related to flow 1 at the cost of acceptable Joss(es) on the late data related to 
flow 2, this making both flow 1 and flow 2 ATOV be significantly decreased. When a 'media per media' 

policy is applied, such loss declarations are not allowed and SOUs related to flow 1 have to wait for llow 

2 SOU delivery before being delivered. 

6 CONCLUSION 

This paper first recalled the basic principles of a newly introduced multimedia Transport architecture 
based on the partially ordered I partially reliable connection concept (POC). This architecture follows 
the Application Aware Networking (AAN) approach in the design of distributed multimedia applications 
that argues in favor of a more sophisticated communication software, ensuring a user defined QoS. The 
major part of the paper consists in implementation results performed araund a multimediapartial order 
Transport protocol whose main mechanisms are introduced here. Particularly, a comparative study of 

two different multimedia order I reliability management approaches is provided in the paper. 
A multimediapartial order Transport connection (MM-POC) implies establishment and then a specific 

co-ordination, at the Transport Ievel, of different 'monomedia' partial order Transport connections (POC), 
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each of them providing a suitable QoS with regard to the conveyed flow features. Monomedia POCs 
co-ordination, that consists in partial order / partial reliability management between POCs, has been 
envisaged in two different ways : connection per connection (i.e. 'media per media') and per group of 
connections (i.e. 'per group of media'), both approaches ensuring a QoS guaranty as far as order and 
reliability parameters are concerned ; a theoretical comparative analysis has been given, arguing that 
transit delay is improved when a 'per group of media' policy is applied. 

Main MM-POC protocol mechanisms and PDUs have been described in the second part of the paper. 
Designed in order to provide a continuous media Transport support, the MM-POC protocol aims at 
to ensure flow continuity preservation, fast retransmissions and bandwidth saving, still ensuring both 
multimedia order and reliability QoS parameters. 

In the third part of paper, the MM-POC implementation architecture· has been detailed. This archi
tecture is based on the 'Streams' concept that provides a particularly weil suited framework to the AAN 
approach. The integration of both order and reliability management led to the presentation of two efficient 
algorithms. 

Finally, an experimental study has been proposed, implying a typical visioconferencing system traffic 
on a network generating Iosses and inter-flow desynchronization. It effectively appeared that a 'per group 
of media' reliability management was more efficient than a 'media per media' management with respect 
to the average transit delay Variation value. 

This experimental work must be followed in two axis: comparison with the Network Aware Application 
approach and investigation on a WAN using IP networking or ATM native networking with actuallosses 
and desynchronization. 
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